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Assume that (2) holds. Let fJe(0,2n] and pe(O, 1) be given. We will proceed in three steps.
Step I. We first show that (4) holds uniformly for every set E which is a finite union of open intervals.
Assume that
and lEI ~{). It is easy to see that there exists U';'= 1 (a;, P;) c E such that an f E,p E C(8L1) and £1 ::
(where XK denotes the characteristic function of the set K c C), and lich is
Step II. Next we show that (4) holds uniformly for every open subset E of aLl with lEI ~ ().
We can write such an open set as uniformly for any open set Ec oj with lEI ~ {"
Step III. We complete the proof by showing that E can be any Borel set with lEI ~ b.
For such a set E we can find, by the outer-regularity of measure ICPnl2 d,u, an open set (!)n,E ~ E such that p-l/2f Ilpnl2dJl~f Ilpnl2dJl. Finally, we remark that in [3] , Lubinsky gave an explicit expression of a pure jump distribution (i.e., a discrete measure) dv on aLl such that (cf. 
